Roundworm Cells and Cancer Genes
By studying

by Paul W. Sternberg

Graduate student
Gregg .Jongeward
watches roundworms
through a stereomicroscope, while his
inflatable friend
appears to be preparing for a doctoral
candidacy exam.
(Apologies to Edvard
Munch.)

My major obsession in life is to understand
animal development-how a single cell divides
and generates the many specialized cells that
form the adult organism. And, as it happens,
by studying this process of development in a very
simple, experimentally tractable microorganism,
my lab has been able to help out in the big problem of trying to understand what happens during
cancer. I'll start by introducing the current
concepts of what happens in the early stages
of cancer, and then I'll tell you about the roundworm we've been studying, and then at the end
I'll bring it all together.
A cancer arises from cells that escape their
normal growth control and divide continuously.
Eventually the cells acquire the ability to invade
surrounding tissue-that is, metastasize--or
commandeer a blood supply, or both. Imagine
a nicely organized tissue-say a layer of cells such
as your intestinal wall. The cells are slowly
dividing to replenish themselves. Say you get a
mutation-a change in a gene in a particular cell
that gives it different properties. That mutation,
in some instances, might cause that cell to divide
faster than its neighbors. Soon the faster-dividing cells are encompassing more and more of the
layer. They start to take over, in other words.
Then another mutation might cause the cells to
grow even faster, and lose their ability to maintain their nice, sheetlike formation. They might
start forming a lump. Then there might be a
third mutation that divides even faster and has
other properties, for example the ability to crawl .
around and invade nearby tissue. It's by a series
of such mutations that most cancers progress.
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Typically, it's more than three mutations, and
they don't happen very fast, which is why some
tumors can take 10-20 years to develop. A
"genetic predisposition" to cancer often means
that the cells have one such mutation to begin
with, which shortens the chain of mutations
needed for the cells to become cancerous. Certain
mutations make the cells pretty sloppy at replicating themselves, increasing the rate of mutation. Normal cells replicate their genetic
material very accurately, so a mutation in the
machinery that insures this accuracy would
quickly lead to more mutations. A recently
discovered colo-rectal cancer-predisposition
gene might be of this type.
There are two kinds of genes that can mutate
to cause cancer. Oncogenes-that is, cancercausing genes-are one type: This class of genes
was discovered about 20 years ago. An oncogene's normal function seems to be to stimulate
cell growth and division, so that mutations
activating these genes inappropriately would
likely lead to cancer. The other kind of genes,
discovered over the last 10 years, are called
tumor-suppressor genes. These genes tend to
inhibit cell growth and division. If such a gene
is eliminated from a cell, that cell will grow and
divide when it shouldn't.
To understand how these changes can affect
a particular gene, we need to review how a gene
directs the synthesis of a protein. Proteins are the
building blocks of the cell-the structural components that form the cell's architecture, the
enzymes that form the cell's machinery, and
the messengers that regulate the cell's activities.
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A sUlprisingly
high percentage
of cells die during
normal development-they either
commit suicide or
they're murdered.
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A protein consists of hundreds or even thousands
of sma ll buildi ng blocks, called am ino acids,
linked cogether like beads on a string in a very
specific order. The geneti c instructions of eve ry
organism are encoded in ve ry long mo lecules
known as DNA . Parti cular seg ments of char
o A, caUed genes, are rmnscribed and copied
intO another nucleic acid called messenger RNA .
Each gene rypically contains rhe insr rtlcrions for
one p rotein. The messenger RNAs a re chen
rranslatecl into pcorei ns by so me very spec ific and
exqu isite machinery in t he cell. The machine ry is
a complex of per haps 50 to 80 proteins and several pieces of RNA. The machinery also does
p roofread ing, making sure thar eac h a mino acid
is put in the right order. The proteins rhen fold
up and fo rm three-dimensional StruCtu res determined by their sequence of ami no acids, and
these Structures do th e work of the cell.
Some mutations decrease or abolish a gene's
activ ity. For example, the transcript ion of D NA
into RNA could be blocked, or the translation of
messenger RNA inro ptotein could be blocked,
or the folding of the protein cou ld be abnormal ,
or the protein could be made but wouldn't work.
Or th e gene cou ld just be de lered from rhe
genome. Other mutacions cause t he protein to be
more aCtive chan normal , or make che ge ne direct
the symhesis of coo much procei n. All of chese
chings occur in nature. So a mutation cou ld
inactivate a tum or-suppressor gene and prevent
the syn thesis of an inh ibi tor, which would lead to
more cell growth and division, and lead to cancer.
Or a mutation could accivate or make mo re of an
oncoge ne, leadi ng to cell grow th and d ivis ion and
cancer. Our task is to identify all these ge nesand people think that there are at least 100 of
chern-and figure aU[ what each gene's prote in
does, and how all these genes and proceins are
linked mgether to form the ci rcuitry chat concrois
what rhe cell does.
The normal role of the ge nes thar, when
mutared, lead co tumors is to dc cermin e a cell's
fare duri ng developmenr. A developing cell has
co make many choices. ] c has to decide how
many rounds of cell division to undergo--does
it noc di vide at all, or does it generace a million
progeny cells' If ir divides, what kind of progeny
does ic produce-skin, nerve, muscle, liver, or
what? Does the cell survi ve, or does ic di e? A
su rpri si ngly high percemage of cells die du ring
normal development-they e icher commit suicide or they' re murdered. And finally, the cell
must choose whether to stay where it was formed,
or to crawl to another location in the organis m,
like che neural-p recursor cells thac Associate
P rofessor of Biology Dav id And erson studies
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Cellular induction:
Whether the individual
cells in the bottom
row become type A or
type B cells depends
on whether they are
within range of a signal from the green
cell above them. The
black lines are gener-

ic tissue structures.

1.\
[£&S, Spring 1990). The p roblem that I ser
our to study l O or l5 years ago is: H ow are (he
instructions for the fate of particular cells coded
in the ir DNA?
Now, in most orga ni sms, what a cell does
depend s on signa ls fro m ics neig hbors. fn the
si mpl esc possi ble case, cons ider a rype A ceH,
colored b lue in rhe drawing above. The facr that
this cell is a blue A cell as opposed to a yellow,
or B, cell , depends on a signal from a ne ig hboring
g reen cell, which I'll call an inducer cell . W e can
demonstrate this by surgicall y removing t he
gteen cell , and when we do , rhe cell thar shoul d
be an A is instead type B. Or we can ge r rid of
the A cell; then its neig hbor, which is normally
a B cell, becomes an A. So we concl ude that the
A cell becomes an A by virtue of rhe fact that it
receives a signal from the inducer cell , and the B
celJ can' t become an A because it doesn't get the
sig nal. The signal is a chem ical-usually a prorein , in t he examples that I've been studyingthat is secreted, or released , from the inducer cel1
and inceracrs wi th a protein on che surface of rhe
A-cell-to-be and directs its development.
The organism I spend most of my time working wich is Caemorhabditis elegam, one of the
nematodes, or soi I roundworms. Nematodes are
as common as th e dirt under your feet- chere are
perhaps a hundred of them per cubic inch of
soil-and they litemll y stick ro your shoes as
you walk rhroug h rhe gmss. But you' re nor
in a constant state of being grossed out by chis
because they're so small that they' re almost
invisible to the naked eye. At rig ht is a worm in
its normal habitat in che laboratory. lr's crawling

Right: A full-grown,
one-millimeter-long
roundworm takes its
constitutional on a
petri dish. The wavy
lines are tracks left
by other worms. The
dark blot below and to
the worm's left is an
egg i below that i s a
baby worm.
Far right: The vulva
(arrow). The line of
nine spudlike objects
above and flanking
the vulva are fertilized
eggs. The dimples in
the eggs are cell
nuclei; thus the egg
directly above the
vulva has already
divided into at least
eight cells.

on a petri dish , in a slurry of the bacteria it eats.
These small creatures have a number of advantages as lab animals. They're very easy to raise.
They're also easy to handle-we can pick th em
up with very smail, sterile platinum wi res, and
move them from petri dish to petri dis h. And
they grow very rapidly, going from an egg to an
egg-layer in th ree and a half days. We get twO
generations a week for genetic studies, so we can
do a lot of experiments. One worm on a petri
dish wi ll give rise to 300 progeny in, say, four or
five days. Of course, there's a slig ht disadvantage
in that you have to look at the worms daily to
follow their growth, as opposed to most other
organ isms, where you can ignore them for a week
at a time because things don't happen very fast.
The key to our technique is that the animals
are tra nsparent, so that we can actually watch
individual cells as they grow in the intact organism, and follow what becomes of them. (This
approach was developed in 1976 by John Sulsron
at the MRC Laborarories of Molecular Biology in
Cambridge, England .) We pur rhe worm under
a m icroscope that magnifies it abou t a thousand
times, and as the worm goes about its business
crawling all over the petri dish, we twiddle knobs
under the microscope stage to move it around
and keep the worm in our field of view. This
skill takes some practice-it takes most studencs
several weeks to acq uire the knack-but it has
the added advantage of making us rough opponents in th e video arcade. We can also remove
a particulat cell by focusi ng a laser microbeam
through the microscope's optics onto that cell,
boiling it. Furthermote, roundworms only have a

small number of cells. Excluding the germlinerhe eggs and rhe sperm- rhe hermaphrodires
have 959 cells, and rhe males have 1031. (Hermaphrodites are fema les that make sperm as well
as eggs.) The number isn't completely precise,
because occasionally a worm is plus or minus one
cell. So, after years of study, we now know all the
cells in the organ ism as ind ividuals. In many
cases, we know what the cell is going to do before
it does. We can tell by irs position that a cell is
going to make skin instf'J.d of a vulva, for example, yet we can show by doing the SOrt of microsurgical experiment I described above that the
cell hasn 't yet made the choice itself.
My lab has been st ud ying the process by
which rhe vulva is formed on rhe belly of rhe
developing worm. The vulva is easy to study,
because it develops rapidly-in JUSt a few
hours-and it involves on ly a handful of cells,
making it t"'aSier to track theit individual fates.
And since the vulva is not vital to the worm's
growth or reproduction, we can easil y grow viable mutant strains that have inborn (hereditary)
defeCts in vulval development. The vu.lva is the
organ thac gets the eggs our of th e animal. Once
eggs are produced in the ovary, they get fertilized
in the gonad by the worm's own sperm, or by
sperm from a male worm. (These eggs are quite
small- l,OOO would fit on rhe head of a pin.)
T he fertilized eggs start d ividing. Once an egg
has divided into a 20-cell embryo, ir is forcibly
ejected through che vulva and onto the petri dish
to make room for another egg. The vulva is actually a specialized piece of skin, as Sulston discovered. In the embryo's developing go nad he found
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Below: Although
they don't yet know it
themselves, the cells
indicated by white
arrows are fated to
become vulval cells,
while those marked
with solid black
arrows will become
skin. The anchor cell
(dotted black arrow)
is the divinity that
shapes their ends.
Right: A few hours
later, precursor cells
P5.p, P6.p, and P7.p
have each given rise
to a family of cells, as
shown by the black
lines. These cells,
which look like sunnyside-up eggs, are now
moving inward to form
the vulva, visible as a
dark, arrow-shaped
indentation. The
letters indicate the
cell's mode of division: Longitudinal,
Transverse, or Nondividing. The anchor
cell is labeled "ac,"
and is surrounded by
the developing uterus.
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one particular cell, called the anchor cell, that
signals three ptecursor cells in the skin to divide
an extra time, Start moving into the worm's
body , go through a complex series of shape
changes, divide again, and generate the cells
of the vulva.
The problem my lab is working on is rhis:
How do these cells know to become specialized
and make a vulva instead of remaining nonspecialized and making just skin? In the smooth
belly of rhe adolescent worm ar lefr, rhe rhree
white-arrowed cells will give rise to the vulva,
and the twO black-arrowed ones won't-they'll
just become skin. Bur if given the chance, they
would make a vulva. The signaling cell, shown
hete with a dotted black arrow, produces a signal
that reaches the three nearby cells bur not the
more distant cells. If we destroyed those three
cells, there would still be a vulva because the
outer cells would move in and make one. So
these cells really have two choices-they can
make a vulva or skin.
And the beauty of roundworms is , we can see
it all happen. If we sit in front of that microscope
for eight hours, we can actually watch these three
cells divide, move into the worm's body, and connect up to the developing gonad and form the
vulva. This technique allows us to do a variety of
experiments with unparalleled precision, because
every animal is the same, and we know all its
cells. We ger rhe same reproducible effecr from
the same perturbation, a level of precision that
you rarely get with more complicated animals.
We've found lots of mutations that affect vulval development, and I'll give you examples of
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two classes. One class we call vulvaless. All the
cells are present-the signaling cell, and the cells
that normally respond to the signal-but no vulva is formed. There are twO things that could be
goi ng wrong here: The cells could be failing to
respond to the signal, or it could be that the signal is not being sent. The vulvaless class contains
examples of borh kinds of malfunction. In rhe
other class of mutations, called multivulva, nOt
only do the three normal cells make the vulva,
but the other three more distant cells also try to
make vulvas. These mutants are easily recognizable to the trained eye, because they have lumps
on their bellies formed by cells in the wrong location that are trying (Q make vulval structures but
can't quite do it. (They also have a normal vulva,
so they can still lay eggs.) One of rhe really interesting properties of these multivulval mutantS is
that, even if we get rid of the signaling cell, all
(he cells still make vulvas. The cells acr as if rhey
are constantly getting the signal. I'll explain why
shortly.
These mutations allow us to ideQ.~ify the genes
involved in the signaling process, but our real
goal is to understand the order in which they act.
Over the last few years, genetic studies have told
us that these genes make proteins that act like
switches. That is, the proteins can exist in two
states-active and inactive, or ON and OFF. On
rhe opposire page is a simpl ified model of rhree
of these switchlike proteins acting in series. The
fin-3 signal activates the let-23 protein, which
impinges on the next switch (let-60 ras) and turns
it on, which in tllrn throws the third switch, fin 45 ra/, and that switch then makes the cell turn

Below, left: A multivulva mutant wonn.
The three growths on
the worm's right (i.e.,
belly) side are vulva
wannabes. The normal vulva is also visible, midway between
the lower two
growths.
Right: This simplified
signaling pathway
consists of three
switchlike proteins
acting in series to
decide a cell's fate.

from type B into type A, which differenciates inco
the vulva. (These genes' arcane names come from
abbreviations describing what their proteins do-fet stands for lethal, for example, and the number
23 indicates it was the 23rd gene discovered that,
when eliminated, causes the worms to die.)
Mutations can affect this process in several
ways. For example, if we make a mutation that
eliminates the act ivity of the fin-45 raj gene, the
third switch is now broken, locked in the OFF
position. The fin-3 signal comes on, and rums
the first switch on, which turns the second switch
on, which tries to turn the broken swi tch on, and
nothing happens. The cell stays as type B.
There's no vulva formed. This worm is one of
several strains of vulvaless mutant worms we've
made. Other mutations that cause a particular
protein to be much tOO active-locked into the
ON state--cause multivulval wo rms. If, say, the
second switch (/et-60 ras) is always on, it will [Urn
the third switch on, and make the cell become an
A, even if there's no fin-3 signal. Because the
swi tch is stuck in the ON position , it doesn 't need
anything beforehand to turn it on. In some cases,
like the let-60 ras gene, we have one mutation
that locks it ON and another that locks it OFF,
so we can set the swi tch in whichever position
we want.
So the key experiment is, if we have one mutation that locks one switch ON, and another mutation that locks anOther switch OFF, what happens
if we put both mutations tOgether in one animal
through a simple geneti c cross? Which mutation
wins? There are two possibilities: Say the switch
that's st uck in the OFF position acts after the
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switch that's stuck ON. The signal comes in
and turns on switch number one. Switch number
twO is broken in the ON position anyhow and is
already tryi ng to turn switch three on, but can' t
because number three is stuck OFF, and the cell
Stays a B. Switch nlllnber three wins. Alternatively , if the broken OFF switch is earlier in the
pathway, say at switch number one, when the
sig nal comes, norl1ing happens at number one,
but since number two is stuck ON, it wal turn
on number three regardless, so number two wins.
Either way, the mutation farthest downstream
prevails.
By doing many such experiments, we can
come up with the order in which the genes act.
(In fact, all Cal tech biology majors ate tequired
to take a worm-genetics lab where they make
such crosses and try to deduce a pathway.) There
are considerably more ge nes involved than JUSt
these few, and tracing their interaCtions is much
more complex than what I've JUSt described-for
example, some genes are inhibitors that send a
signal downstream that tells another gene not to
rum on; an inhibitor gene sruck on ON acts like
an ordinary gene stuck on OFF, but that's the idea.
1 starred working on this pathway about a decade
ago, and we've ptobably only figured out onefifth of it.
But what does th is have to do wit h cancer?
It tums out that all four of these genes have
counterparts in humans. Raffi Amian, Min Han ,
Andy Golden, Russell Hill, and Jane Mendel in
my laboratory have demonstrated this in two
ways. First, recall that every protein consists
of a particular seq uence of amino acids that
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Left: A portion of the
amino-acid sequence
for the l;n·45 roundworm protein (left)
and the human rat
protei n (right).
Right: Postdoc Wendy
Katz maneuvers a
roundworm c e ll into
the line of fire of the
laser-the thin verti·
c a l bla ck box sitting
atop the microscope.
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determi nes rhe protein's chemical sr[ucc ure.
There are 20 d iffere nt arnino acids, eac h of whic h
we rep resent by a one-Ieeter code. Thus A stands
for alanine, G is g lyci ne, R is arg ini ne, S is serine,
T is t hreonine, and so all. One part of rhe roundworm gene, lin-45 , tells the (ell to assemble this
sequence of amino acids: TGSILWMAPEVIRM.
When we look at rh e seq uence of th e hum an raj
gene, we find almost rhe same seq uenceTGSVLWMAPEVIRM. In filet, all tbe letters
shown in red at left are the same, and th is degree
of si milarity extends ove r several hund red am ino
acids. So when we see twO proteins this similar
in sequence, we have a p retry g ood bet that t he
proteins have a sim ilat strUCture. We can then
hypothes ize t hat they have the same function in
t he cell, which generall y rurns ouc co be tru e.
This is a very important hypot hes is, and it is
supported by our second proof: W e rake a gene
from one organism and pur it in t he ocher and
see if it still functions in the sa me way . T h is
technology, called transgenic tec hnology, is now
available for a variety of simple experim ental
organisms, includi ng worms, fr u it Aies, mi ce,
and yeast. W e inject into t he ovary of the worm
t he h uman (or whatever) DNA that has the ge ne
we wane to compare. Some of t hat DN A ge ts
incorporated- we don 't know the details of bow
it happens, we' re JUSt lucky chat it does-inco
so me of the worm eggs. These worm s, called
transgen ic worms, now have acq ui red that injected gene, and they 'll pass it on to their proge ny.
We don 't wane to have to take a DNA sa mple
from each worm to find out if it has the gene, so
we put a marker on th e gene we inj ect. One nice
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marker is a mu tanc worm gene called roller,
wh ic h causes the animal to have a twisted bc)(:iy.
When roller worms t ry to move forward, t hey
twist to t he ri g ht and end up rolling. l t's very
easy to spOt them-all their siblings are crawling
aro und very nicely, and t he roll ers JUSt go in
ci rcles.
.I' ll g ive you a particu larly spectacular example
of such an experiment, using a rodent gene t hat·s
about 80 pe rce nt identi cal to a roundworm gene
that's part of a di ffere nt pathway we're also stu dying. If you took five no rm al, or "wild-type,"
worms and pue them on a microscope slide
and waited for five minutes, they'd all be g onet hey'd have ctawled our of you r fie ld of view. Bue
if you p ur five mu tant wo rm s there and wai ted
40 m inures--eig ht times as long-all the worms
would still be in yo ur fi eld of view. Some of
them mi g ht not have moved at all. The worms
have a neuru logi<.:al defec t that makes them have
serio us trouble moving for ward or backward .
] unho Lee and Gregg ] ongeward in my lab have
identified this gene and th e protein it makes. It
rurns out that t hey' re very sim ilar to a ge ne and
protein that other people have d iscovered in
rodents and humans, where it is in volved in
movi ng membrane proteins around inside t he
cell. So we as ked ourselves, if we rake the rodent
gene and inj ec t it intO our mutant worm , will
the mouse gene function ? If it d oes, t he worm
should move no rmally. There are subtleti es, of
course-we have to make the mouse gene into
a hybrid so t hat it stands a chance of funct ioning
in the worm , yet have most of the protein encoded by the mouse's DNA. W e' ve done this experi-

•

Above: Grad student
Junho Lee pulls a
worm out of a petri
dish. The worm is
impaled on the tip
of the stainless steel
probe in his right

hand.
Below: A three-day's
supply of fresh,
nutrient-laden petri
dishes for the Stern-

berg lab.

mem , and rhe "resc ued" worms crawl just fine.
So [h is mouse gene will fUl1ceion in [he rou ndworm, and we can confidentl y say, to a first
approximation, rhat the tWO genes are rhe same.
W e know from similar examples that each of
the genes involved in vulva differentiation in [he
roundworm has a counrerparr---or several counrerparcs-i n hLUnans. T hus rhe protein encoded
by rhe Iin-3 ge ne looks like human EGF, or epidermal growth fac tor, pro tein. And just as lin-3
is a sig nal between round worm cells, EGF and
related proteins act as sig nals between human
cells. T hen, on the responding cell, there's a protein t hat ac ts as the receptOr- in the worm it's
let-23 , which resembles rhe EGF recep tor protei n
in humans. T his receptor binds CO the signali ng
protein and controls whar that cell does in
response. Inside the cell, the sig nal is somehow
transduced, or changed in form, by mher proteins- swi tches like let-60 ras and lin-45 ra/ in
t he worm, and thei r human tw ins, genes called
simply ras and raj The transduced signal rravels
down pathways t hat many resea rch groups are
just beginn ing [Q exp lo re, and eve ntuall y reaches
t he cel l's nu cle us. There t he sig nal controls what
ge nes are turn ed on to make the cell proli ferate,
or change shape, or otherwise choose its fate.
Since we can d raw a one-to-one correspondence between the worm genes and the human
genes, we can say, "If the genes work in this particular order during this particuJar process in
worm development, then we predict that in
humans, these ge nes will aCt in t he same series
to control cell growt h. " The genes' act ions may
have d iffere nt effects because they are tr igge ring
other sw itc hes th at the worm does n't have, bu t
we expeer t he order of rheir t riggering [Q be the
same. And t his prediction rurns ou t to be co rreer. So we can lise the si mple ge neti cs of one
orga nism-the worm-to learn about some really important genes in an orga nism that we care a
lot more about--ourselves. And all of the h uman
equivalents are known oncogenes. In faer, ras is a
particularl y infamous oncogene-it's the one
most freq uentl y mutated in colo-rectal cancer.
But t his isn't the whole story. If it we re, we
could probably solve the cancer proble m in a few
yea rs. U nfort una tel y, t hete are a lot of genes still
to go. For example, there are at least twO other
pro teins betwee n the EGF receptOr and relS. J USt
in the last few mont hs, it's been d iscovered t hat
ras interacts physicall y wit h the ra/ p rOtei n.
Then, afte r raJ, but before cell grow th , t here
are a lot more ge nes. We stil l need to figure out
wbat they are, and the order in wh ich they act,
and the n we need to know the details of what
controls {hem and how t hey fu ncrion. T hat's

the level of understand ing we' re g oing to need
in order [Q look at a tumo r and say what went
wrong. And that knowledge wi ll enable people
who are good at that sort of thing to desig n ways
of iotervening-that is, to come up with therapeutics or new drugs.
There are [wo ways to eradicate cancer: One
is ro prevent it from happening in the firs t place.
We can all Stop smoking ; we can get rid of aloe
of environmental carcinogens. We kn ow th at
most agents t hat lead to cance r are either mutagens t hat mutate the DNA or t um or promoters
that sti m ulate ceU proliferation. An d the more
cells di vide, th e more likely t hey are to mlltate
and cause ca ncer. That's somet hing we can rake
care of without any fancy science-we JUSt have
to use common sense. The other way, to eradicate cancers that have already started, is ro co me
up with t he next generation of very specific anticancer drugs. The d rugs we have now essentially
k ill any and all d ivid ing cells. Th is has nasry side
effects, because the cel1s that li ne the sro mach,
and the cells t hat make hai r (not ro mention the
ones th at do a host of other t hings) also have to
d ivide. You wind up killing rhem , toO, which is
why chemot herapy patients suffer na usea and hair
loss. Bur as researchers d iscover whi ch protein
binds ro which recepror to send a sig nal, they
can try to come up with drugs that interfere onJy
with t hose specific in teractions. No one's done it
yet, but it's promising-last year, a number of
biotech start-up companies formed to take advantage of t he knowledge we've gai ned about the
signaling path ways in these oncogenes. The
poi nt is, the basic unders tandi ng of the mechanism will lead to large-scale efforts to come up
wi t h drugs based on those mec hanisrns. D

Palll Stem be1·g chose biology as a major becallse
cOll/dn't get all appointment with Ihe econo1Jlics
e,dviJor. " Sternberg earned his BA in biology f rom
Halllpshire College ill 1978. alld his PhD from MI T
i11 1984. He cellJle to eaLtecb tiS all assislant projesJor
ill 1987, (mel was promoled to associel fe pm/essor in
1992. Stem berg holds a joilll ap/Jointlllent with the
Howard Hllghes Medica/ Imlilllte in PaJadena. where
he was t"lppoi11led assistant illvestigatm' in 1989.
becoming associate investigator in 1992. T his tlrtide
is adapted frOIll the SemiJlar Day talk he gave iJl May.
"~ I
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